ACCIDENTALLY ACCESSIBLE
AND INTENTIONALLY AWESOME PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR YOUR UNLIMBITED LIFE
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DEAR WINTER: I’M BREAKING UP WITH YOU. SUMMER IS HOTTER THAN YOU.
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Doggy Bathroom Starter Kit

The HOTTAP is the world’s smallest water heater
in its class. Enjoying a HOTTAP shower is as easy
as flipping a switch. From $269.00 at https://www.
joolca.com.

The Doggy Bathroom is the only enclosed dog litter
box for toy breeds including males who lift their leg
featuring our unique, vertical pee pads. $189.00 at
https://www.doggybathroom.com.

05. Terrain Heated Camping Chair

06. NXT LVL Hydrogen Water

Gobi Heat® Terrain Heated Camping Chair is the solution
to cold campouts, and sporting events. Up to 9 hours of
heat and 3 heat settings. $199.00 at https://gobiheat.com.

Performance hydration for everyone from athletes to seniors looking to achieve optimal health, performance and
overall wellness. $2.99 at https://nxtlvlusa.com.

07. Bug Bite Thing

08. Plant Pot Holder Grab Rail

Painlessly extract insect saliva/venom to eliminate the
itching, stinging and swelling caused by insect bites &
stings. $9.95 at https://www.bugbitething.com.

A dual-purpose product that incorporates the support of
a grab rail with the style and subtlety of a decorative plant
feature. £54.00 at https://www.invisiblecreations.co.uk.

09. Slick Chicks Accessible Intimates

10. Tovala Oven & Meal Service

Designed for people with disabilities, limited mobility,
chronic pain, and various physical challenges or post operative needs. $28.00 at https://slickchicksonline.com/.

Tovala is the first-ever meal service paired with a countertop smart oven that scans, steams, bakes, and broils its
chef-crafted meals. $299.00 at https://www.tovala.com.

01. Airofit

02. City Bonfires

03. Arctic Cool

04. Portable Fan
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SEND PRODUCT SUGGESTIONS TO KIMBERLEY@UNLIMBITED.COM
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Joolca HotTap Portable Showers

